Finding Nemo Interactive Movie
Movie Scene

Audience Action

When you see the big shark in the
reef…

Get up and run around your chair yelling
“AHHHH SHARK!!”

When the fish ask Marlin to tell a
joke…

Turn to your neighbor and tell them a
joke.

When Nemo touches the butt…

Poke your neighbors shoulder and
whisper “he touched the butt”.

When Marlin is swimming after the
boat that took Nemo…

Do jumping jacks until he loses the boat.

When Dory crashes into Marlin…

Dramatically fall down.

When Bruce introduced himself…

Say “Hi Bruce”.

When Nemo wakes up in the fish
tank…

Draw a picture of a fish tank.

When Deb introduces Flo…

Yell “Flooooooo”

When Nemo gets unstuck…

Stand up and move to a new seat

When they lose the mask…

Yell “Noooooooo”

When Dory starts singing “Just Keep
Sing along
Swimming”…
When Dory’s reading the mask…

Pretend to study your fish tank

When the school of fish gives them
directions…

Draw a map with directions

When Dory gets shocked by the
Jellyfish…

Shake like you have been zapped by a
bug zapper and make a sizzle noise

When Merlin and Dory are hopping
on Jellyfish…

Jump up and down in front of your seat

When the baby turtles crowd
Merlin…

Go hug someone in the room.

When the birds are calling mine…

Yell “mine” with them.

When Gill tells everyone to be
dirtier…

Throw everything you have on the floor.
(Then pick it back up of course)

When the tank turns green…

Scribble all over your picture of the fish
tank

When Nemo gets put in the plastic
bag…

Gasp!

When Dory realizes who Nemo is…

Gasp as loud as you can

When Nemo, Marlin and Dory save
the fish…

High five your neighbor

BONUS FUN!!
Whenever this happens..
1. When Dory forgets what she is
doing…

Do this…
1. Say “Wait, what?” in your best
confused voice.

2. When something chases Dory and
2. Get up and run around your chair
Marlin…
3. When Crush says dude…

3. High five at least one person

4. When they mention Darla…

4. Yell “Oh no!”

5. When Dory speaks whale…

5. Speak whale with her

6. When someone says P. Sherman,
42 Wallaby Way, Sidney…

6. Say ‘P. Sherman, 42 Wallaby Way,
Sidney”

